
 

February 8th, 2022 
Ohio House Transportation and Public Safety Committee 
Brian Baldridge, Chair 

RE: H.B. No 490 / Revision of Laws Regarding Navigable Airspace 

Chair Baldridge, Vice-Chair McClain, Ranking Member Sheehy, and Transportation Committee members, thank 
you for your time.  My name is Kyle Lewis, Great Lakes Regional Manager for Government Affairs with the 
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA).   
nearly 330,000 pilots, aircraft owners, and aviation enthusiasts, of which over 9,500 reside in the State of 
Ohio.   

AOPA is strongly urging that the language specific to airspace and airport protections, including the language 
 adopted in House Bill 490.  The current language found in the Ohio 

Revised Code is in dire need of clarification and updates to satisfy Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
guidance and regulation.   

This language is not detrimental to property rights in Ohio, nor does it limit what can potentially be 
constructed.  The language is simply required for ODOT to perform the mandated task of reviewing and issuing 
tall structure permits, keeping those in the air and on the ground safe  the number one priority.  The 

public-use airports a level of protection from loss of utility due to 
uncoordinated tall structure construction.  The new and updated language proposed in HB 490 will give local 
airport sponsors (the governing jurisdiction over airport operations, planning, and funding) the ability to have 
a voice in the process.  This is not making the overall bureaucracy larger, but smarter.  Aviation in Ohio is a 13-
billion-dollar economic driver.  Since 2005, over 3.3 billion dollars have 
from local, state, and federal funding sources.  Many of these investments have gone toward runway 
rehabilitation, obstruction removal, navaid and lighting upgrades, and airfield infrastructure enhancements.  
HB 490 will ensure that these investments are protected and serve the aviation infrastructure in Ohio.  

What do other states do?  Nearly every state in the country has a tall structure permitting process, 
administered by an aeronautics commission or department of transportation.  Our neighbors to the north 
have such a program that outright denies a permit if the proposed construction will alter the utility of an 
airport, or alter an instrument approach clearance altitide (see attached documentation). In the last decade, 
states like Minnesota, Michigan, North Dakota, and others have updated their tall structure permitting 
processes to maintain alignment with CFR Part 77 and protect the utility of airports within their jurisdiction.  
Moving futher west to Kansas, even at the local county level, ordinances have been put in place that outright 
ban the construction of certain tall structures that interfere with airports and airspace. 

FAA will take necessary actions 
to protect and maintain the safety and efficiency of the National Airspace System (NAS).  There are several 
methods to this, some of those being detrimental to airports, like shortening runway landing distances, raising 
instrument approach minimum altitudes, and requiring obstructions and hazards be lit or marked with high 
visibility markings.  These actions can ultimately hurt the utility of the airport, impact potential airport  



 

development, and deter local airport sustainibility.  The FAA does NOT approve or deny construction of tall 
structures.   

The FAA expects state and local law to protect airports from incompatible land use, in fact, this is spelled out 
in the federal grant obligations that airport sponsors must abide by.  Code of Federal Regulation Part 77, 
which speaks specifically to airspace and obstruction evaluation processes, provides current terminology and 
processes by which airspace is evaluated when a structure of height is proposed.  The current ORC is not in 
line with CFR Part 77, and this creates problems specific to the Ohio Department of Transportation, Office of 

 (ODOT) tall structure permitting process.  The ODOT permitting process is key in protecting airports. 
Without the ability to review all proposed structures in navigable airspace, there may be impacts to airports 
that will be everlasting.  The ODOT permit process, along with the FAA obstruction evaluation report, provides 
information to local jurisdictions to make sound decisions based on safety and potential airport economic 
impact.  The FAA does not consider the economic impact when determining an obstruction. 

How does this impact the day-to-    
Instrument Approach Procedures 
Raised Minimums 
Approaches not available at night 

House Bill 490 is also designed to allow for aviation infrastructure to grow into the future.  Ohio is becoming a 
leader in the Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) frontier, with airports like Springfield-Beckley Municipal taking  
visionary steps to create an infrastructure to support these new vehicles.  UAS operators will need protected 
airspace, robust airport infrastructures, and a strong partner with the regulating bodies in which they will 
choose to operate. 
One change AOPA wou

specifically define ultralights as vehicles used for recreation in FAR Part 103, and not aircraft as defined under 
FAR Part 91 and Part 45.  AOPA would ask that language to differentiate ultralights from aircraft be included in 
this bill. 

House Bill 490 is integral to the growth of all aspects of aviation in Ohio, and AOPA is proud to support this 
bill.  On behalf of our membership in the State of Ohio, AOPA thanks you for your time and consideration on 
this issue.   



 

If there are any questions or concerns, do not hesitate to contact me at kyle.lewis@aopa.org or 301-695-2229        

 
Kyle Lewis  

Regional Manager for Government Affairs and Airport Advocacy / Great Lakes Region 
AOPA

cc:
Rep. Juanita O. Brent Rep. Kevin Miller
Rep. Michael Sheehy Rep. Jessica Miranda
Rep. Rodney Creech Rep. 
Rep. Haraz Ghanbari Rep. Bob Young
Rep. Thomas Hall Rep. Adam Holmes (Sponsor)
Rep. Mark Johnson
Rep. Michele Lepore-Hagan
















